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CHARLES RIYER & WARREN BRIDGES. [Jan.2

To the Honorable the Legislature of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

The Draw-tender of Charles River Bridge submits his Annual
Report to the legislature, as required by chapter 186, of the
Acts of 1859

Receipts.

By amount received from State treasurer, . . $4,620 00
Amount received from rents, Ac., . . . 359 00

Balance, 6,107 97

$11,086 97

Expenditures.

For renewals and repairs on draw and bridge, as
per vouchers rendered, $7,953 00

For salary of draw-tender, 1,200 00
Horse-keeping, 187 68
Gas, oil, fluid and fuel, 761 52
Incidental expenses, including sprinkling and

a horse, 627 77

$10,727 97
Amount paid State treasurer, .... 359 00

$11,086 97

It will be seen by the above statement that extraordinary
expenditures have been necessary during the past year, which
were unexpected and unprovided for when the annual appro-
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priation was made. It was found that extensive renewals of
the iron and timber work, under the draw and connected with
it, could not be deferred so as to come into the present year’s
expenses, and were accordingly made at the high prices of
stock and labor which prevailed at tire time ; and much of the
work, necessary to-be done in the night, so as not to interrupt
the public travel, was thereby rendered more expressive.

The extraordinary expenses which have been incurred are in
the renewal and repair of the draw, in the working machinery
and the carriage-way. An entirely new set of track-plates and
wheels have been placed under the draw; also new timber
plates, the old timbers having become weak and unsafe ; a new
upright shaft with clutch and gearing connected with the
same ; an entire new rack and rack frame, with other repairs
under the draw. The cost of this work has exceeded four
thousand dollars.

The carriage-way of the draw has been newly sheathed, and
the railing of the bridge, frequently damaged by vessels, has
been repeatedly repaired. Repairs have also been made in the
carriage-way and sidewalks of the bridge, and upon the
buildings.

This bridge being open to the harbor, is more liable to
damage by vessels approaching the draw than either of the
other bridges on the river, and the expense of keeping the
guard in repair is necessarily much larger.

The whole number of vessels passed through the draw
during the past year, was 3,778, requiring the draw to be
opened and closed 7,556 times.

Respectfully submitted by

MOSES WHITEHOUSE,
Draw-tender Charles River Bridge.

Charlestown, January 14, 1867.
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The Draw-tender on Warren Bridge herein submits his
Annual Report for the use of the legislature, as required by-
chapter 186 of the Acts of 1859.

Three new wheels have been put under the draw.
Fourteen hundred and ninety-four and eight-ninths yards of

stone paving has been repaired.
Eight new iron lamp-posts have been put in ; also, seven

street lamps, and the other street lanterns repaired.
The draw has been sheathed, and 11,000 feet of plank side-

walk laid new.
Repairs have been made on the rails and guards damaged by

passing vessels. All the wood-work of the bridge has been
repainted.

Repairs have been made on the pier from high to low-water
mark, and new piles have been driven at the end of the pier.

A range and copper boiler have been put into the house for
heating water to thaw out the draw, as it cannot be run off
during freezing weather without the application of salt and hot
water. Double floors have been laid in the house, and other
repairs made. New plank have been laid in the front of stable,
on the pier and in the yard.

The whole number of vessels which have passed up through
the draw is 2,926, and the draw has been opened 5,852 times
for the passage of vessels.

The Receipts and Expenditures have been as follows

Receipts.

Prom State treasurer, $4,840 00
Rents and other sources, paid

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State of Massachu-
setts.

in to State treasurer, 1,038 50
$5,878 50
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Expenditures.

For repairs, .....15,027 58
Compensation of draw-tender, . 1,100 00
Horse-keeping, . 171 68
Gas, oil, fluid and fuel, . . . 665 37
Incidentals,

..... 174 63
$7,139 23

The following schedule exhibits the several sums expended
for extra repairs this year, which will not have to be incurred
again for a number of years

R. G. Parker’s bill for range, boiler, &c., which will
not have to be replaced, ..... $247 94

Perkins’ bill for piles and labor whichwill last about
ten years, ...... . . 104 00

Timber, iron, bolts, and labor on end of pier, for
caps, which will last for some time to come, . 160 00

Robinson’s bill for three new wheels, axles, boring
and fitting, which will last some six years, but
still are liable to break down at any moment, . 200 00

Bill for iron plates, screw-bolts and labor, which
ought to last for a number of years, ... 50 00

Fish’s bill for painting the bridge, which will last
about five years, . . . . . . 700 00

New iron cogs and labor on Sunday and nights, put-
ting in same, and re-setting old ones, which will
not have to be done for a long time to come, . 150 00

Meserve’s bill for lumber and labor, re-planking
sidewalk, which will last at least ten years, . 500 00

Charlestown Gas Company’s bill for eight lamp-
posts and labor, which will not need replacing
again, but still are liable to be broken at any
time by being struck by the large teams in passing, 189 40

Parker & Clement’s bill for three copper street
lanterns, which will last a long time but are
liable to be broken by the same causes as the posts, 42 00

Repairs on the house, which will not be needed
again for a number of years, .... 150 00

Turner, Stickney & Go’s, bill for paving, &c., . 925 00

$3,418 34
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There are three hundred and fifty feet of pier, sixteen feet
from low-water mark, that have to be constantly repaired on
account of the constant damage done by passing vessels; and on
account of the tide and vessels, there is a great deal of time
lost which cannot be helped, as the men must move their raft
to allow the vessels to pass.

Warren Bridge has the largest amount of travel of any out-
let from the city of Boston. The bridge itself is not wide
enough for the business that is done on it, and the draw is not
as wide as the bridge; and the immense amount of travel that
passes over it makes the damage constant and heavy. There
are four large and two small gates attached to the draw, and
the wear and tear to them is constant; and vessels going up
and down the river are continually damaging the draw and
rails. There are places on the draw that have been sheathed
four times with three-inch plank during the year.

In asking for the estimate for the bridge last year, $4OO
was considered enough for the paving, but the cost of the same
was $9OO. And this is owing to the immense and heavy
amount of travel which is passing so constantly over the bridge.

There is a line of coaches which run over this bridge 400
times every day, except Sundays, and go over no other. They
are very heavy, and their wheels sharp, and running with one
wheel in the car track it cuts the pavement up very fast in one
continuous line, and there are places which have had to be
re-paved four times this year. I have put down a sample of
long square stones to see if that will remedy the defect. I
think the paving next year will be much heavier than this. If
the square stones will remedy the evil, it is estimated that it
will cost $2,000 to put them in.

In 1859, four-inch plank carried the bridge through the year
on the draw, and the men were able to work during the day,
and the price of labor was $1.50 per day, and plank $l4 per
thousand feet. Now the immense amount of travel has com-
pelled us to do this work nights and Sundays; and where it
was done for $1.50 per day it now costs us $7 per day, each
man, as they require double price for Sundays and nights, and
every part of the bridge requires more and more repairs every
year, as it is constantly growing old and as business is constantly
increasing.
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The city of Boston takes care of the outer guard on the east
side of the bridge, on account of the water-works, and two
years ago she had the largest bill on the Warren Bridge on any
portion of the water-works, as I am informed by the agent, and
they have had three large repairs since. I mention this to
show that the bridge is fast growing old and wearing out, and
consequently requires more repairs as the business increases.

1 would mention that the night work causes the bills to run
up very fast, as it costs much more, and the work must be done
during that time, or the bridge must be closed to all travel.

The tenants have added $1,600 in buildings, at their own
expense, and rents have been increased $5OO per year.

From May 1, 1859, to January 1, 1867, the total expense of
Warren Bridge amounted to the sura of $27,833.53. During
the same time there has been paid into the State treasury from
rents and other sources the sum of $1,919.32.

Now if $3,000 per year was allowed to Warren Bridge, being
six per cent, on $50,000, being half the fund set aside for the
maintenance of Charles River and Warren Bridges, and also
allowing what has been paid in from rents and other sources, all
the bills would have been paid and a surplus left over, notwith-
standing the heavy percentage on the rise in stock and labor,
by the present method of managing the affairs of the bridge.

All of which is most respectfully submitted.

JOHN WRIGHT,
Drawman Warren Bridge,




